
 
 

Annex 1. 

 

REGULATIONS OF THE IV INTERNATIONAL 

COMPETITION 

«TELL THE WORLD ABOUT YOUR MOTHERLAND» 
 

1. General provisions. 

This Provision on holding the International competition "Tell the world about your 

Motherland" defines the way of organization and holding the competition, conditions of 

participation, terms, selection criteria, evaluation parameters of competitive works. 

Organizer of the competition – The Innovation Center for the Development and 

Education of Children and Youth. 

2. Goals of the Competition: 

1. Formation of love to the Motherland. 

2. Maintaining continuity of generations in families. 

3. Increase of motivation in knowledge of history of the Motherland. 

4. Forming of harmonious international communications in the children's and young 

people's environment. 

5. Support and maintaining of traditional Russian culture among compatriots who 

live abroad. 

6. Creation of conditions for development and strengthening of friendly 

communicationsbetween younger generations of different countries. 

3. Main objectives of the Competition: 

1. Formation in young citizens of socially important values, views and beliefs, 

respectfor the cultural and historical past, traditions of Russia and other countries. 

2. Formation of racial, national, religious respect, development of friendly relations 

between peoples. 



4. Conditions of participation in the competition and provision of works. The 

competition is held in two nominations: 

4.1. Video presentation «Tell the world about your Motherland». 

The video (or an animated film) in which the contestant tells about a good moment 

from 

his/her life, history of the country or about the feelings and the relation to the Motherland. 

 
 

Requirements to works: 

1. Duration of the video presentation is 90 seconds 

2. The video presentation is performed in Russian with subtitles in English (French, 

Spanish, German, Chinese, Arabic) regardless of age. Foreign participants perform 

the work in English (French, Spanish, German, Chinese, Arabic) with Russian 

subtitles. 

3. The texts should be presented in accordance with the norms of the use of Russian and 

English (French, Spanish, German, Chinese, Arabic) languages. 

4. A work should not contain negative statements/visuals concerning any country. 

5. The contestant's feedback about the participation in the competition is attached to 

work. 

6. Technical characteristics: video has to be in AVI, FLV, MP4, MOV format, video 

size is no more than 100 MB. 

4.2. A text page presentation «Tell the world about your Motherland». 

A page where a contestant talks about a good moment from his/her life, history of 

thecountry or about the feelings and the relation to the Motherland. 

Requirements to works: 

1. A work has to contain text information and illustrations, size - one A4 page. 

2. A work is performed in English (French, Spanish, German, Chinese, Arabic) 

language(A4 page) and duplicated in Russian (the second A4 page). 

3. Texts have to be written according to norms of Russian and English (French, 

Spanish,German, Chinese, Arabic) languages. 

4. A work should not contain negative statements / a visuals concerning any 

country. 

5. The contestant's feedback about the participation in the competition is attached to 

work. 



6. Technical characteristics. File extensions: PDF, PNG, JPEG. 

5. Age categories: 

1. Up to 10 years old (1st age category). 

2. 11-14 years old (2nd age category). 

3. 15-17 years old (3d age category). 

4. Adults 18+ (4th age category). 
 

6. Evaluation criteria and parameters of assessment of competitive works: 

1. A work is to create positive image of the Motherland and cause pride for the country. 

2. A work is to contribute to establishing friendly cross-communication between 

representatives of younger generation of Russia and the other countries. 

A work must represent a unique idea and creative approach. 

 

7. Terms of defining and rewarding the winners. 

1. Winners are defined by expert jury of the Competition on the basis of evaluation 

criteriain every age category. The jury defines the first, second and third place. 

Winners and the Grand Prix of the Competition can be determined by the decision of 

the jury. 

2. The expert jury of the Competition is formed of members of the professional experts. 

3. Winners of the Competition are awarded with diplomas and valuable presents. 

4. The authors of all works admitted to participate in the Competition are awarded with 

personal certificates. 

5. The ceremony of awarding winners of the Competition is held in Moscow. 

6. The best competitive works are placed on resources of the Organizer and partners. 

7. Works, photos, feedbacks and other materials sent to the Competition are not 

reviewed,returned and can be used by the Organizer in the authorized purposes, 

including publishing via Internet, social networks, e-mail distribution, creating 

electronic and printing materials in Russia and abroad. 

8. News about the competition will be published in social networks. 

SUBMIT AN ONLINE APPLICATION FORM (the link is active) 

CONTACTS: 

https://forms.gle/jVrWmT7rKgV88uNV6


Website: www.youthy.ru 

mailto: telltheworldaboutrussia@gmail.com 

«Tell the world about your Motherland» at social networks: 

https://www.facebook.com/telltheworldaboutrussia 

https://vk.com/telltheworldaboutrussia 

https://ok.ru/telltheworldaboutrussia 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCkmnNbk- 

fdPeHyZ8MNjdBLw?view_as=subscriber 

https://www.instagram.com/telltheworldaboutrussia 
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Description of the contest «Tell the world about your Motherland» 

 
 

The Innovation Center for the Development and Education of Children and Youth is 

pleased to invite you to take part in the international Contest «Tell the world about your 

Motherland». 

 

The contest «Tell the world about your Motherland» is a project that creates conditions for 

development and strengthening of friendly communications between younger generations 

of different countries. 

 

Main objectives of the Contest: 

 

1. Formation in young citizens of socially important values, views and beliefs, respect for 

the cultural and historical past, traditions of Russia and other countries. 

 

2. Formation of racial, national, religious respect, development of friendly relations 

between peoples. 

 

Participants choose the most interesting places, traditions of their countries, drum up them 

and tell peers in the form of a video presentation or a text-page presentation. Everyone is 

invited to participate, there are no age restrictions. 

 

The best competitive works are placed on resources of the Organizer and partners. 

What do you need to do? 

1. Study the Regulations of the competition: the Regulations 
2. Create a video presentation or a text-page presentation 

3. Fill out the application and upload the competitive work here 
 

Organizer of the competition – The Innovation Center for the Development and Education 

of Children and Youth. 

Applications for the Contest "Tell the world about your Motherland" can be submitted up 

until March 1, 2022. 

 

More information: www.youthy.ru 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1afKjqTcTeuEy8pI1EKSf7WsSv8CEkfI_/view?usp=sharing
https://forms.gle/Fq4GSPiMqkxSvw8VA
http://www.youthy.ru/

